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PROBLEM [Bull. Am. A&h. Sot. 71 (1965), 4951. How many differential 
operators D2 + al(x) D + a2(x), where ai are polynomials of degree mi 
over a finite field k with p elements, are irreducible in the sense 
that D2 + a,D + a2 # (D + 6,) (D + b,) where the bi are polynomials 
over K ? Let the number in question be denoted by N(m, , m,). 
We answer this question here. The number of special cases to be considered 
seems to indicate that the question for linear operators of arbitrary order 
will not have an elegant answer. 
If 
D2 + 4 + ~2 = (D + b,) (D + b,) 
then 
a, = b, + b2 , u2 = b,b, + b,'. (1) 
Hence, if we exclude the case u2 = 0, 
m2 = deg a2 = deg b, + deg b, or b, = 0, a, = 6, ) a2 = b,’ . (2) 
ml = deg a, < max {deg b, , deg b,}, (3) 
with equality unless deg b, = deg b, = 8 deg a2 . Thus 
CASE 1.1. m, > m2, m2 3 - 1 (modp) where p = char K, or m, < m,/2 
and m2 odd. Then D2 + u,D + a2 is irreducible. In other words 
Nh , m,) = qml(q - 1) * Q”*(p - 1) = pmltma(q - 1)2. 
CASE 1.2. m, = m2 + 1, m2 + - 1 (modp). Here the only reducible 
case is a2 = a,’ so that the number of irreducible operators is 
N(ml , ml> = P(q - 1) - kP(q - 1) - 11 
= qm+yq - 1)2 - q”1(q - 1). 
CASE 1.3. m, > m2 + 1, m1 + 0 (mod p). H ere all operators are irreducible 
and 
Mm1 , m,) =4;;l+“‘(q - I)“. 
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&SE 1.4. m, :-, m, , m, : 0 (modp), m2 ;-- -- 1 (modp). Here the only 
reducible operators arc those with ~1~ = ui’. This means that a2 contains no 
terms of degree d with d 1 (mod p). Thus the number of choices for a2 
is q nlt-(nlzla)(q I). For each choice of a, the polynomial a, is determined 
up to a polynomialf(xr’) of degree m, . In other words there are qml’D(q - I) 
choices for “i and the number of reducible operators is 
Hence 
For all other choices of m, , m2 there are reducible operators. In order to 
count the number of reducible operators we first must determine the number 
of possible reductions. 
LEMMA. If (D + b,) (D $ b,) = (D T cl) (D + c2) then either b, = c1 , 
6, = c2 or b, = c2 , b, = cl and 6,’ = b2’, that is, b, - b, = f(xp), where f 
is a polynomial over k. 
PROOF. From (1) we get 
b, - c, = cl - b, 
b,’ - c2’ = clc2 - b,b, = clc2 - b,c, + b,c, - b,b, 
= (cl ~ b,) c2 + b,(c, - b,) = (b, -. c2) (c2 - b,). (4) 
Since deg (b,’ - c2’) < deg (b, -- c2) with equality only when both poly- 
nomials are 0, it follows that b,’ - r2’ = 0. Now (1) becomes 
b, -!- b, = cl + c2 , b,b, = clcz so that ib, 7 U = (~1 9 c2> (5) 
and the lemma is proved. 
CASE 11.1. m2/2 < m, < m2, ml + 0 (mod?). 
Nh , m2) = q”z(q”’ - 2) (q - 1)s. 
PROOF. We count the number of reducible operators with the given m, . 
According to (3) we have 
m, = max {deg 6, , deg b,} and deg (b, - b,) = m, $0 (modp) 
so that b,’ # b,‘. Hence all factorizations are unique and we get 
qW(q - 1) . p-w (q - 1) = qrne(q - 1)” 
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reducible operators with deg b, = m, , deg b, = m2 - m, and the same 
number with deg b, = m, , deg b, = m2 - m, . Thus the total number of 
irreducible operators is 
9”‘+“2(4 - 1)s - 2q”z(q - 1)s = q”*(q”1 - 2) (q - 1)“. 
CASE 11.2. m,/2 < m, < m2 , m, = 0 (modp). 
NO% y m,) = qma(qml - 2 + pml(p--l)lp) (q - 1)2. 
PROOF. The counting proceeds as in Case 11.1, except that now the cases 
for which b,’ = b,’ have been counted twice. Let deg 6, = m, , 
deg b, = m2 - m, then there are qm*+l(q - 1) choices for b, and if 
b, - b, =f(x*) where degf(x) = ml/p, there are qml’“(q - 1) choices forf. 
The total number of such choices is therefore 
q"a-m'(q _ 1) . qmllP(q _ 1) = qmaq-mlcP-l,/P(q _ 1)2* 
Thus the total number of reducible polynomials is 
qmap - q-ml(P-l)lP) (q - 1)2 
and the total number of irreducible polynomials is 
4 ml+m8(q _ 1)2 - q”r(2 _ q--ml(P--l)/P) (q _ 1)” 
= qyqm - 2 + q-wP-1)/P 
I(4 - lj2- 
CUE 111.1. m, = 2m,, m, f 0 (modp). 
Nh p m,) = q”l(q - l)[q2”r (q - 1) - 4(ml(q - 2) + q[ml~~l+l - 11. 
PROOF. If the operator is reducible we have 
deg b, = deg b, = deg (b, + b,) = m, . 
Thus we have qml(q - 1) choices for b, and then qml(q - 2) choices for b, . 
This leads to qaml(q - 1) (q - 2) reducible operators among which those 
with b, - b, =f(xp) # 0 h ave been counted twice. Since there are 
q(mllp)+l - 1 such polynomials f we get 
q2+(q - 1) (q - 2) - qyq - 1) (q[Wpl+l - 1) 
reducible polynomials and 
43Yq - - - 1)" q2yq 1) (q - 2) + q%(q - 1)(qwPl+1 - 1) 
= qyq - 1) [fl(q - 1) - q%(q - 2) + qcw4+1 - 11 
irreducible polynomials. 
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CASE 111.2. m2 = 2m, , m, G 0 (modp),p f 2. 
Wm, , m.J = qTnl(q - 1) [qznfl(q -- 1) - q”‘l(q - 2) -t qml/P(q - 1) - I]. 
PROOF. The only difference from Case 111.1 is in counting the polynomials 
f(@ = b, - b, . We now must exclude the case in which 
b, + b, = f k”) + 3, 
has degree < m, as well as the case f(9) = 0 this leaves qml/p(q - 1) - 1 
possible choices of ,f(@). 
CASE 111.3. m2 = 2m,, m, = 0 (mod 2), p = 2. The number of irredu- 
cible operators is 
qyq - 1) [$“‘(4 - 1) - 4”1(p - 2) + qml’P(q - l)]. 
PROOF. This case differs from Case III.2 in that we must have 
degf(xp) = deg (b, + b,) = m, 
so that the case f(x) = 0 is excluded already. 
CASE IV.l. m, even, 0 < m, < m,/2, ma g 0 (modp), p f 2. 
Nh , m,) = qml+%?/2(qmz/2 _ 1) (q _ 1)2. 
PROOF. The reducible operators in this case have deg b, = deg b, = m2/2 
and deg (b, + b,) = m, < m,/2. Hence for p # 2 we have 
deg (b, - b,) = F + 0 (modp), 
so that factorization is unique. We have qm2/“(q - 1) choices for b, and the 
q”l(q - 1) choices for b, so that the number of reducible operators is 
qml+mz12(q - 1)2 and 
Nh T m,) = qml+mZ(q - 1)” = q~1+%l/2(qmaiZ - 1) (q _ 1)“. 
CASE IV.2. m2 even, 0 < m, < m,/2, p = 2, m, + 0 (mod 2) 
Nh y m,) = qml+md2(qm2/2 - 1) (q - 1)2. 
PROOF. The result is the same as in Case IV.1 since 
deg (b, - b,) = deg (b, + b,) = ml + 0 (modp) 
and the factorizations are unique. 
CASE IV.3. mz even, 0 < m, < m,/2, m2 = 0 (mod p), p f 2. 
Nh y m,) = qml(q% - qmziz + qmZl2Y) (q - 1)2. 
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PROOF. Here deg (b, - b,) = mz/2 = 0 (mod@) so that b, - b, = f(x”) is 
possible. We have qm2/2p(q - 1) choices of f(x”) with degf = m,/2 so that 
the number of reducible operators is 
pml+ma/2(q _ 1)2 - 4ml+n2/2"(q _ 1)". 
The rest of the argument follows as before. 
CASE IV.4. m2 even, 0 < m, < m2/2, m, = 0 (mod 2), p = 2. 
Nh , m2> = 4 (ml+m2)/2(q(nLlt-mz)/2 - qml12 + l)(q - 1)2* 
PROOF. For reducible operators we have b, - b, = b, + b, = a,, so 
that 4 - 6, =f(x2) where degf(x2) = m, gives us qml12(q - 1) choices forf 
for each of q”z/2(q - 1) h . c oices for b, . Thus the number of reducible opera- 
tors is 
9 ml+m2/2(q _ 1)" _ q(ml+n2v2(q _ 1)2* 
The rest of the argument follows as before. 
CASE V. 1. m2 even, ml = - co (i.e., a, = 0), p fs 2, m2 + 0 (mod p). 
NO% , m2) = qm~~2(qm~/2 - 1) (q - 1). 
PROOF. For reducible operators we have 
6, = - b, and deg b, = deg b, = F 
so that 
deg (b, + b,) = F $0 (modp) 
and factorization is unique. The number of choices of b, is qms12(q - 1) so 
that 
Nh 7 m2) = pz(q - 1) - qma/2(q - 1) 
r qw2(qm/2 - 1) (q - 1). 
CASE V.2. m2 even, m, = - CB, p = 2. 
Nh , m2) = qma/2(qm2/2 - 1) (q - 1). 
PRODF. The answer is the same as in Case V.l since we have bl = b, for 
all factorizations and none is counted more than once. 
Case V.3. ma even, m, = - 00, p # 2, m2 = 0 (mod p) 
Nh , m,) = (~~8 - qms/a + q”af2P) (q - 1). 
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PROOF. The cases in which b, - b, = 2b, =f(@) number pllLplzp(q - 1). 
Thus the total number of reducible operators is 
q”“‘yq - 1) - qwd2P(q - 1) 
and the result follows. 
This completes all possible cases except the trivial cases m2 = - co. 
